
Final Review with Client Meeting Minutes 

Date of Meeting: 20 April 2017 

Location of Meeting: Library 114 

 

3:04pm Meeting Called to Order 

Roll Call of Attendees: Cory Kroes, Jordan Gagnon, Mark Schlax, Nichole Mackey, Adam DeWeese, 
Christopher Hartwig 

Discuss User Testing  

● Users were able to fill in the information without much guidance or description 

● The users responded positively to the coloring of the tabs (red for ‘yes’ and green for ‘no) 

● Users realized when they made a mistake themselves based off of follow up scenarios to be 

completed which was nice to see  

Revisions to New Version of App 

● We would like to populate the corrective action area based off of what the user selected above 

so when they fill out the corrective actions, they don’t have to scroll through the entire form. 

This was something suggested during user testing as a couple users found the corrective action 

element to be confusing.  

● The radio button toggling is not intuitive. We would update it so that if the user already opened 

the element and then selected a radio button (‘Yes’, ‘No’, ‘N/A’) it would stay open instead of 

closing as it currently does.  

● We noted during testing that the coloring of the tabs doesn’t change when a user selects ‘N/A’ if 

they had previously selected ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. The coloring of the tab remains at whatever the user 

selected first. 

● User testing revealed that saving on an Android phone was frustrating. Android defaults to a 

weird read only file location which is out of our control. There is the option to save to Google 

Drive, which may be one option.  

○ What about SD cards? 

■ User would still have to navigate from the default folder to the SD card location 

unless they change their default folder.  

● Knowledge on terms was question during user testing: many users were not sure what PWSID 

was or what corrective actions were so to alleviate this we would add in a tooltips or help 

button to explain the form. We didn’t prioritize this as the employees of the Wisconsin DNR 

would be trained to use the form and understand the form to be filled out.  

Anything Else 

● Scientists will be meeting with Dr. Pastel next week, during finals week to discuss the project.  

● Have a good summer! 

Meeting Adjourned at 3:17pm 


